Mission Acton Planning
and Natural Church Development
The Church of England has adopted Mission Action Planning as a primary methodology for
all churches to adopt. General Synod has endorsed this and it has become a key part of
CoE strategy.
It may initially appear to be at odds with Natural Church Development (NCD) but on
further investigation this is not the case and in fact there are many similarities with the
NCD approach. MAPping complements NCD and those engaging with MAPping can learn
from NCD and vice versa.
This is a diagram taken from Guildford Diocese’ web site which clearly summarises the
process and their approach to MAPping:

Those familiar with the NCD will recognise that this process is very similar to the NCD
Cycle below. Guildford Diocese uses NCD as one of its approaches as seen above.

The NCD Cycle follows an annual cycle similar to the planning summary above:








Testing: using the NCD congregational survey to assess the strength of 8 essential
quality characteristics of a church.
Understanding: discerning in prayer the lessons of the survey, reviewing it in the
light of the church’s vision, priorities and goals etc.
Plan: determining what actions to take to develop areas of weakness.
Do: Putting plans into action
Experience: keeping actions under review and monitoring progress
Perceive: an annual stocktake on how things have gone and preparing for the next
cycle.

A significant difference in NCD is the absence of a community survey. However, this is not
something that would be appropriate as part of an annual cycle, but may well be decided
to be an appropriate outcome from the findings of a regular annual NCD survey. The
significant absence from MAPping is the 8 Quality Characteristics of NCD which research
has demonstrated are essential for growing healthy churches.
Does it make sense to use MAPping without NCD? No, because that then excludes these
essential characteristics.
Does it make sense to apply NCD without MAPping? Yes, because MAPping has not been
shown to be essential for growing healthy churches.
Does it make sense to use MAPping within the NCD process? Absolutely, especially if the
NCD surveys indicate this would improve a church’s weakest characteristic.
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